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Issue 21

The Star Food Shack
By: j8o7e6y5
"This is where my MiniFig
would live...There could be
a bed in there, a kitchen if
I wanted too! Sooo many
possibilities!"

Why are the LEGO® pods landing on Earth?
Fourth mysterious LEGO pod is set to land somewhere in
the Chicago area very soon!
But why are the pods landing on Earth at all? And who is sending
them? LEGO fans have been decoding the data from the pods and
finding a series of letters. Do these have a greater meaning?
What do they spell? Will the remaining pods hold the answer?
See how you can help reveal the mystery here.

Until next time...
What will you build?
Click here to take the poll

Issue 22 will be in your inbox before you know it! The LEGO
Universe News Network will pack it with more creative features
and fun VIP exclusives!
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